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LIMITING THE MONEY LAUNDERING RISKS FROM OFFSHORE TAX STRUCTURES
Complying with Money Laundering Regulations
Satisfying  money laundering regulations has become a routine task for organisations involved with tax driven offshore financial structures.  Most will be fully aware that in addition to complying comprehensively with any relevant requirements from the tax laws of their own territory they need to:
·	Keep adequate records of the identity of their clients, or obtain confirmations from reputable introducers that they have done so under their own local money laundering regulations.
·	Secure satisfactory explanations showing that a new client’s existing funds have come from acceptable sources, and obtain confirmation of this from reliable bankers or other regulated professionals.
·	Be alert to any evidence of a client being involved with funds derived from drug dealing, illegal arms trading, terrorist extortion or other “money generating” serious crime such as robbery, blackmail, etc.
Although fulfilling these obligations is now a regular business activity for individuals working in the offshore industry, familiarity with taking standard compliance steps can create risks itself.  
Recognising New Financial Crime and Illegal Activities
New developments in financial crime and illegal activities can be easily overlooked if they fall outside of the usual categories that come to mind with money laundering laws:
·	An offshore company established to conduct profitable cross-border trade in genuine machinery parts or medicines may turn out to be for concealing illegal shipments in breach of international trading sanctions rather than just for saving tax.
·	An offshore company producing exceptional results from stockmarket transactions may be using insider information so that its profits are tainted rather than just tax protected.
·	The finance director of a major trading company who is meant to be acting for all its shareholders when fees or commissions are received into an offshore company which he controls could actually be defrauding those shareholders rather than simply mitigating tax.
While individuals working in the offshore industry cannot be expected to act like detectives, they should at least ensure their response to money laundering regulations includes keeping abreast of the financial offences and illicit transactions currently featuring in the press so that they are well able to spot any warning signs of these. 
Responsibilities of Those Whose Clients Have Funds Derived from Crime
Most money laundering laws require “knowledge or suspicion” that funds are derived from crime and this may seem to give a degree of comfort when no problems have been identified. However should the authorities be first to discover that a client’s activities are unsavoury, they may forcefully contend that “knowledgeable professionals overseeing a client’s complex web of puppet companies, nominee shareholders, smoke screen trust deeds and conduit bank accounts must have known or at least suspected that they were facilitating transactions in the proceeds of illegal operations”.  If all that can be offered against this is proof of the client’s identity and that his funds until you met him were legitimate this may not go far towards defeating accusations of complicity in money laundering.  Worse still it might become clear that had routine steps been taken to confirm the client’s lawful entitlement to arrange his profitable offshore transactions then this would have revealed their illegal features, or at least produced a much sounder basis for lacking suspicion.  It could prove hard to defend the absence of such enquiries.  
Managing Potential Risks From Money Laundering Regulations
Managing potential risks from money laundering regulations can therefore require going beyond relying on nothing untoward being disclosed about a new client’s past dealings and resulting funds.  It may be necessary to confirm that a client is not embarking on criminal transactions by requesting clearances from reputable professionals as to the lawfulness of the intended activities of clients they have introduced or act for.  By securing satisfactory responses, the offshore practitioner will have enhanced his defences against the potential dangers he faces.
As well as being alert to trends in financial crime and exploring the lawfulness of clients’ current business operations, practitioners also have to respond to the broad interpretations that are given to relevant criminal laws generally and seem likely to be given to money laundering rules.  Comments by the Court of Appeal in England in R v Charlton (1996) and R v Manning (1998) indicate that the UK offence of False Accounting could  be infringed by tax driven re-invoicing arrangements if there is unreal pricing and lack of adequate “terms and conditions” on  the invoices.  
UK Money Laundering Laws
With the UK money laundering legislation, which provided a blueprint for many overseas laws, it was not at first appreciated that arrangements which turned out to be facilitating evasion of foreign taxes could also breach the UK money laundering laws and similar overseas legislation that followed the UK model.  No argument can be advanced that such offences lack any proceeds from the crime when these are defined to include any benefits from the offence such as funds payable to overseas tax authorities.  Although conflicting opinions from leading UK counsel created some initial uncertainty on this, sensible professionals will take the cautious view.  When appropriate they will see that any offshore structures established for a foreign client contain features aimed at effectively bypassing tax laws from the country where the client resides or operates.
Some countries have money laundering regulations that do not apply to overseas tax evasion.  This can create a false belief in such countries that there is no need to be concerned with a client’s foreign tax compliance even when arrangements are being made for him which involve a jurisdiction with money laundering rules that correspond to those in the UK.  For example, a Swiss fiduciary with a Polish client intending to trade in eastern Europe may decide to establish a tax structure involving a Guernsey company.  Although the Swiss Federal Act on the prevention of money laundering in the financial sector may not require scrutiny of the client’s foreign tax position, confirmation that no Polish or other eastern European tax was being deliberately disregarded should be organised for any Guernsey administrators of the offshore company.  Furthermore any bankers which an offshore company uses in the British Isles should seek re-assurance that no funds will represent foreign tax evasion, although recognition of this requirement seems not to be widespread amongst bankers.
Covering the foreign tax position
Depending on where a particular client will be resident and operating, it could be that quite straightforward tax planning arrangements will enable confirmation that the client’s overseas tax situation will be dealt with.  Sufficient steps, individually or cumulatively, may be:
·	To preclude the offshore company from being under the client’s control by placing it beneath a discretionary trust,
·	To ensure the client retains or only enjoys funds outside of his home country, or
·	To have the client take benefits in a non-taxable form such as by simply using property that the offshore company purchases or drawing sums by way of loan.
Where jurisdictions with particularly sophisticated tax avoidance rules are involved then additional tax planning might require organising protection from a suitable tax treaty.  What cannot be done is simply to ignore the question of foreign taxes.
Importance of Taking Appropriate Action
In cases calling for clearances from professionals orchestrating offshore structures it may not be practical to expect more than a general assurance that the proposals are intended to comply with or fall outside of relevant foreign laws.  Reluctance to explain how the technicalities achieve their objective is understandable.  What is important however is to be able to demonstrate that positive steps were taken with the object of making the arrangements legally effective.  This approach should provide further valuable protection in managing the risks that money laundering rules present to the establishment of offshore tax structures, and in keeping such risks within acceptable limits.  

